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Abstract. This article presents some approaches to software reliability testing support-
ing high coverage of component or (sub-)system interactions while enabling the selec-
tion of test cases according to target and scenario-specific criteria. On the one hand, in
order to allow for reliability assessment, automatic test generation approaches must
support the provision of stochastically independent and operationally representative test
data. On the other hand, crucial sub-system interactions must be tested as intensely as
possible, with particular concern for the even distribution of testing effort or for the pri-
oritization of domain-critical data. Depending on such application-specific peculiarities,
different multi-objective optimization problems are approached by novel genetic algo-
rithms, successively applied to an interaction-intensive example in order to illustrate
their practicality.
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1  Introduction

Modern information society increasingly tends to rely on service provision offered by
interacting systems. Typically, such systems originate from completely independent
environments concerning a.o. their functional context or their dependability and per-
formance demands. In order to cooperate towards a common super-ordinate task, de-
centralized, autonomous systems growingly tend to interact, giving rise to so-called
systems-of-systems.

The growing multiplicity of potential interplay of such applications induces crucial
fault sources at interaction level. In particular, classical unit and integration testing
strategies of monolithic and component-based systems may no longer suffice to ensure
a sufficient degree of dependability [5] in case of inherently correct sub-systems spo-
radically interplaying in inadequate ways.
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Therefore, today's software engineering community requires novel systematic and
measurable approaches to detect emergent behavior [8] by unforeseeable interplay
effects.

Especially in case of dependable applications requiring conservative reliability es-
timation, software tests must capture the variety of sub-system interactions as much as
reasonably possible, while reflecting software behavior under realistic operative condi-
tions.

A technically sound approach addressing both criteria was developed in [10].
While providing a helpful technique for combining statistical and structural testing
strategies, its major draw-back concerns its incapability to distinguish between interac-
tion entities in terms of the evenness of their occurrence or of their domain-specific
importance.

For this reason, new approaches were developed, capable of optimizing test case
selection also in the light of balancing or prioritizing interaction tests.

The article is organized as follows:

· section 2 and section 3 provide a brief overview of an existing automatic test gen-
eration approach [10] to reliability and integration testing by summarizing the un-
derlying criteria for statistical and coupling-based testing and by deriving a multi-
objective optimization procedure pursuing their fulfillment;

· section 4 proposes three adaptations of this approach addressing different applica-
tion-specific targets and scenarios;

· section 5 reports on the successful application of the three adapted approaches to an
interaction-intensive example;

· finally, section 6 comments on the investigations reported by some concluding
remarks.

2  Requirements for Reliability and Integration Testing

2.1   Test Data Selection
The application of statistical sampling theory requires the following constraints on the
test data selection:

· test data must be selected independently for each test case;
· test data must be selected at the same probability of occurrence as during operation.

On the other hand, the process of test execution must fulfill the following conditions:

· the execution of a test case (in the following denoted as a test run) does not influ-
ence the outcome of other test runs;

· no or only few failures occur during testing;
· any software failure occurrence is detected.

In case of a low number of failure occurrences, statistical sampling theory is still appli-
cable at the cost, however, of a lower reliability estimate. In case of a significant num-
ber of failure occurrences, the responsible faults are assumed to be removed before a
new data sample is generated and tested.



Since this article addresses late testing of highly dependable software, in the fol-
lowing it is assumed that no failure occurs.

Moreover, we consider software systems reacting to discrete demands, e.g. the
driver’s command to a software-based gear-box controller [16], or the detection of an
anomalous state requiring the initiation of a protection function. For such applications,
unreliability is measured in terms of the probability of failure on demand. In principle,
the theory is also applicable to failure rates related to continuous operation [2].

If none of the above mentioned conditions is violated, statistical testing theory [2,
7, 12, 13] allows to derive a conservative software reliability estimation by bounding
the failure probability p at any given confidence level β [2, 18], assuming a sufficiently
high number n > 100 of correctly executed test cases:

n 11p b--£

Though not always easily practicable, this theory was successfully applied a.o. to an
industrial software-based gear-box controller [16].

The present article focuses on the conditions concerning test data selection, while
the conditions concerning test execution and test evaluation must be ensured by con-
structive measures like reset mechanisms and test oracles.

Since statistical sampling theory requires test data to be independent, input values
must not be correlated. Input parameter, however, may be semantically correlated e.g.
by dependencies related to

· logical patterns (e.g. checksums), or
· physical laws (e.g. kinetic energy, mass and speed).

These correlations are evidently application-inherent (i.e. they cannot be eliminated
during test case selection) and have to be captured by the operational profile. On the
other hand, correlations arising during instantiation of functionally independent param-
eters have to be avoided or removed by filters based on adequate correlation measures
(see section 3).

2.2   Coverage of Data Flow across Components
While offering a sound approach to conservative reliability assessment, statistical sam-
pling theory admittedly relies on one single experiment related to the random genera-
tion of one large set of representative and independent test cases.

Evidently, this one-time generation process cannot be expected to cover all relevant
interaction scenarios [10]. In fact, a considerable number of crucial interaction scenari-
os may be missed. In order to prevent this from occurring, the approach was extended
such as to cover a certain amount of interactions though maintaining the original tar-
gets concerning operational representativeness and test case independence.

Among the existing model- and code-based interaction coverage concepts [1, 4, 14,
15, 17] coupling-based coverage [4] aims at capturing interactions between compo-
nents by transferring classical data flow testing concepts from an intra-module to an
inter-module perspective. Essentially, it considers the effects of a method (the caller)
in one component invoking another method (the callee) in another component distin-
guishing between three types of so-called ‘coupling definitions’, i.e. of definitions of
variables whose value is successively used in a different component, like



· the last definition of a formal parameter before a call (‘last-def-before call’),
· the last definition of a formal parameter before a return (‘last-def-before-return’),
· the definition of a global variable (‘shared-data-def’),

as well as between three types of so-called ‘coupling uses’, i.e. of uses of variable val-
ues defined in a coupling definition located in a different component, like

· the first use of a formal parameter in a caller after the callee execution (‘first-use-
after-call’),

· the first use of a formal parameter in a callee (‘first-use-in-callee’),
· the use of a global variable (‘shared-data-use’).

Figure 1 illustrates the main concepts of coupling-based testing by means of an exam-
ple.

Fig  1. Coupling-based interactions between two components

[4] introduces a number of different testing criteria based on the coverage of coupling
pairs, i.e. of pairs consisting of a coupling definition and a corresponding coupling use.
For example, the testing criterion ‘all-coupling-uses’ was defined to require the cover-
age of all existing coupling pairs.

3  Test Case Generation by Multi-Objective Optimization

The automatic test generation approach presented in [10] simultaneously pursues three
objectives: while the first two are required in order to allow for reliability assessment
by statistical testing, the third objective refers to interaction coverage to be maximized
without violating, however, any of the other two criteria previously mentioned (in the
following denoted as knock-out criteria).

The first objective O1 concerns the generation of test cases according to an opera-
tionally representative data profile expected to be available on the basis of a prelimi-
nary estimation of the frequency of occurrence of the underlying input parameter val-
ues.  With respect to this target, data fitness may be evaluated by means of goodness-



of-fit tests like the χ2-, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov or the Anderson-Darling test [6].  The
conformity of the data observed to the target distribution can be evaluated by analyzing
whether the underlying test statistic S1 does not exceed a critical value T1.

The second objective O2 regards statistical independence of test data concerning
uncorrelated parameters. Statistical correlation can be evaluated by auto-correlation
measures addressing the dependency of a specific parameter value within a test case on
other values of the same parameter in further test cases as well as by cross-correlation
measures addressing the dependencies between different parameter values within the
same test case. Classical cross-correlation measures are Pearson's product moment
correlation coefficient [3], Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, Kendall's t and
Cramer's V [19]. In order to assess stochastic independence, the absolute value S2 of a
correlation measure is compared with a maximum threshold value T2, where parame-
ters with values S2 lower than T2 can be considered to be acceptably independent.

As already mentioned, the threshold values T1 and T2 are essential for the purpose
of assessing the acceptance of test data with respect to their profile conformance and
stochastic independence: the lower the threshold values, the more accurately reliability
testing can be carried out. Low threshold values, on the other hand, evidently restrict
the space of admissible data; in particular cases, this may limit the chances of achiev-
ing high interaction coverage.

Finally, the third objective O3 is related to interaction coverage and is measured as
the relative amount S3 of coupling pairs covered by generated test cases:

pairscoupling#
coveredpairscoupling#S3 =

Due to its high complexity, the problem aiming at the optimization of all three objec-
tives must be approached by means of heuristics like genetic algorithms. In more de-
tail, each potential test case set is taken to represent an individual within a population.
The fitness of each individual reflects the degree to which it fulfills the objectives.

Populations are successively generated by selecting and manipulating existing in-
dividuals [20]: cross-over operators exchange test cases among individuals or input
values among test cases, while mutation operators replace single test cases or single
input values. Finally, in order to avoid fitness decay, elitism operators are applied to
maintain the best individuals for the successive generation.

With respect to each objective Oi, i Î{1,2,3}, the fitness of each individual is eval-
uated by means of the corresponding metric Si. While the coupling measure S3 already
lies within the normalization interval [0;1] by definition, the goodness-of-fit metric S1

and the correlation metric S2 have to be normalized by the following normalization
function N:

N(Si )={ 1 for Si∈[0, Ti ]

−     0 .9
maxi−Ti

⋅Si+
0 .9⋅maxi

maxi−Ti
for S i∈(Ti , maxi ] } i Î{1,2}



where maxi denotes the highest value taken by Si within a test case population. The
normalization function is illustrated in figure 2.

normalized
values

1

0.9

N(Si)

maxiSiTi

X

Fig  2. Normalization function for measures Si, i Î {1,2}

For any test case set TS, the fitness of TS is determined as the weighted sum of its
three normalized objectives:

( ) ( ) 321 S1.0SN0.1SN0.1F(TS) ×+×+×=

The non-steady normalization function and the weight factor 0.1 for S3 were chosen
such that test sets violating at least one knock-out criterion (i.e. N(S1) < 0.9 or N(S2) <
0.9) have a fitness value F(TS) < 2, while test sets fulfilling both knock-out criteria (i.e.
N(S1) = N(S2) = 1) have a fitness value F(TS) ≥ 2. This holds regardless of the size of
the interaction coverage achieved.

4  Optimal Distribution of Testing Effort

The all-coupling-uses coverage measure S3 considered so far merely counts the relative
amount of coupling pairs covered; hereby, every coupling pair covered has the same
impact on the overall coverage measured. This approach, however, may not be fully
appropriate in the following situations.

As test cases are generated according to an underlying operational profile, the
probability of covering specific pairs may be very low in case of extremely non-
uniform distributions. In such cases, it may be unrealistic to target 100% coupling pair
coverage; it may be reasonable instead to cover at least all coupling definitions, while
aiming at distributing the test cases as evenly as possible among them. Evidently, this
more modest testing strategy may skip coupling pairs representing relevant scenarios;
therefore, its usage is not recommended in case of critical applications. Details will be
introduced in section 4.1.

On the other hand, even in case of highly reliable software requiring full coverage
of coupling pairs, the distribution of test cases among coupling pairs should be kept as
uniform as possible, in order to balance their chances of being accurately checked for
correctness. This strategy will be elaborated in section 4.2.



Finally, it may be unrealistic to consider all variables as equally relevant, as done
so far. On the contrary, software reliability may be particularly sensitive to the correct-
ness of specific variables. In particular, safety of software-based applications may es-
pecially depend on a number of particularly critical process variables. These must be
preliminarily identified, typically by fault tree analysis techniques, and require to be
tested more thoroughly than non-critical data flows. This approach [9] will be summa-
rized in section 4.3.

4.1   Adaptation 1: All Coupling Definitions
     by Uniform Relative Coverage of their Coupling Pairs

Assuming full coverage of coupling uses to be unrealistically demanding, test genera-
tion should be targeted such as to cover each coupling definition at least once; in addi-
tion, tests should cover coupling pairs of coupling definitions in comparable relative
amounts. By doing so, however, the all-coupling-uses coverage originally achieved
should not be diminished.

For this purpose, the original fitness factor S3 is scaled to a new factor '
3S  by:
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where

· n denotes the total number of coupling definitions,
· for i Î {1,…,n}, ci denotes the relative amount of coupling pairs of coupling defini-

tion i already covered,
· c denotes the average of such relative amounts over all coupling definitions, i.e.
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For arbitrary i, the weighting term ( )c,cmax
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1
i
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- is shown in figure 3 as a function of ci.

Fig  3. Weighting term as function of  ci



This term evaluates to

· 0, if ci = 0, i.e. if no coupling pair was yet covered for coupling definition i (worst
situation),

· 1, if cci = , i.e. if the percentage amount of coupling pairs covered for coupling
definition i coincides with the average of such percentage amounts (best situation).

In other words, in the first case test case sets are penalized if they miss to cover cou-
pling definition i, while in the second case test case sets are especially rewarded as they
succeed in covering coupling definition i as much as the average of all coupling defini-
tions.

Therefore, the optimization procedure making use of the adapted fitness factor '
3S

consequently favors the coverage of yet uncovered coupling definitions and pursues
their uniform coverage, while maintaining a high coverage of coupling pairs.

4.2   Adaptation 2: Uniform Coverage of Coupling Pairs
Even in case of full coupling pair coverage, the number of times each coupling pair
was triggered may be extremely fluctuating. In such cases it may be reasonable either
to minimize the overall number of test cases necessary to reach full coverage (as suc-
cessfully done in [11]) or to adapt the optimization procedure towards uniformity of
coupling pair coverage.

This can be achieved by scaling the original factor S3 to a new fitness value ''
3S :
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where

· m denotes the number of coupling pairs,
· for i Î{1,…,m} ni denotes the number of test runs covering coupling pair i,
· n  denotes the average number of such runs over all pairs, i.e.
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i

i -- is shown in figure 4 as a function of ni.



Fig  4. Weighting term as function of ni

This term evaluates to

· 0, if ni = 0, i.e. if coupling pair i was not yet covered at all,
· 1, if nni = , i.e. if coupling pair i was covered exactly an average number of times.

In other words, in the first case test case sets are penalized as they miss to cover cou-
pling pair i, while in the second case test case sets are especially rewarded as they suc-
ceed in covering coupling pair i exactly an average number of times.

On the whole, this optimization procedure favors the testing of those coupling pairs
whose number of executions still is below average. On the other hand, test cases exe-
cuting coupling pairs more than average are penalized, thereby supporting uniformity
over all pairs.

This approach also works for the purpose of uniformity over coupling definitions
by defining m to represent the number of coupling definitions and ni to represent the
number of executions of coupling definition i.

4.3   Adaptation 3: Different Relevance of Coupling Pairs
When dealing with critical software, as in case of safety-relevant applications, some
variables may influence system reliability more intensely than others. This may imply
different testing demands for different process variables, an aspect not yet taken into
account so far in sections 4.1 and 4.2. For this purpose, an additional adaptation of
coupling-based testing [9] aims at strengthening the testing of critical variables by
favoring test data covering relevant coupling pairs. For each coupling pair i it takes
into account the following parameters:

· a weight wi reflecting the priority in testing coupling pair i and rewarding the gen-
eration of corresponding test cases; priorities may be determined on the basis of a
preliminary fault tree analysis determining the criticality of certain variables;

· a target number ti of executions for coupling pair i; target numbers ti inhibit the
rewards wi induced by priorities as soon as the target number of test cases is
reached; on the one hand, target numbers should grow with the relevance of the
corresponding coupling pair; on the other hand, the target number must take into
account the frequency of occurrence of that coupling pair during operation. Prelim-
inary feedback on the expected operational profile can be obtained on the basis of a



random initial population. Such a feedback can be successively corrected by in-
creasing the target number of relevant coupling pairs and lowering the target num-
ber of less relevant coupling pairs. For rarely occurring coupling pairs, appropriate
minimum values are to be determined;

· a decrease factor di lowering the impact of weight wi, the more the corresponding
coupling pair is already covered; decrease factors di are used for balancing the test-
ing of coupling pairs with identical weight wi by favoring those coupling pairs so
far only covered below reasonable expectation.

The original fitness factor S3 is replaced by a new normalized metric '''
3S  taking into

account the original criterion S3 as well as the parameters described above:
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where

· m denotes the total number of coupling pairs,
· ni denotes the number of test cases covering coupling pair i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

4.4   Summary and Additional Remarks
Table 1 summarizes the different test targets and scenarios under which the three adap-
tation approaches proposed are particularly recommended.

Expected coverage
of coupling pairs Test target Recommended

adaptation

below 100%

all coupling definitions
by uniform relative
coverage of their

coupling pairs

adaptation 1
based on fitness factor '

3S

100% uniform coverage of all
coupling pairs

adaptation 2
based on fitness factor ''

3S

100%

multiple coverage of
coupling pairs accord-
ing to their different

relevance

adaptation 3
based on fitness factor '''

3S

Table 1. Recommended adaptations for different test targets

It is also possible to use both fitness factors '
3S and ''

3S  sequentially in a common, dy-
namically adaptive approach. In case domain experts cannot preliminarily estimate



whether optimized test cases will achieve full coverage, the underlying genetic algo-
rithm starts by measuring interaction coverage via factor '

3S . As soon as full coverage
is reached, '

3S  (just evaluated to 1) is replaced by ''
3S , thus supporting a more uniform

coverage of coupling pairs, as described in section 4.2.

5  Application and Evaluation of Adaptive Approaches

The approach developed was applied to a software-based system consisting of five
components:

· one0 central component denoted as Controller,
· four further components denoted as Service 1, Service 2, Service 3 and Service 4

providing cooperating tasks.

The application processes three independent input parameters of type integer or dou-
ble. Depending on these inputs, the Controller invokes components Service 1 and Ser-
vice 2 which may imply further calls to components Service 3 and Service 4. Between
two and six parameters are exchanged during method calls. Figure 5 offers a graphical
representation of the invocation hierarchy.

In terms of coupling-based testing, the system contains 12 coupling definitions and
44 coupling pairs. Though relatively small in dimension, the system is characterized by
a relatively high intensity of component interaction.

In the following, the three adaptive approaches are applied to this example; each
application assumes a different operational profile which is defined by the distribution
functions of each of the three independent input parameters.

Concerning distribution conformance, for each goodness-of-fit test a corresponding
threshold value was derived at significance level 0.1; concerning stochastic independ-
ence, the threshold value was defined as 0.1.

Controller
input:
parameter 1: type Double
parameter 2: type Integer
parameter 3: type Double

Service 1
input:
6 parameters

Service 2
input:
4 parameters

Service 3
input:
2 parameters

Service 4
input:
3 parameters

calls

returns

calls

returns

calls
returns

returns

calls

Fig  5. Application example with interacting components



5.1  Application and Evaluation of Adaptation 1
All experiments reported in this sub-section were conducted with test sets comprising
1000 test cases and a skewed operational profile rendering full coverage unrealistic. At
first, a test case set was randomly generated without making use of optimizing proce-
dures. As shown in figure 6 (a) the corresponding coverage achieved is relatively low,
in particular completely missing some coupling definitions. On the other hand, the
classical, non-adapted optimization approach described in section 3 allows for a signif-
icant increase in coupling definition coverage, as shown in figure 6 (b), while missing
to address specific problems concerning either coupling definitions remained uncov-
ered or coupling pairs not uniformly covered for different coupling definitions.

The results of the improved optimization procedure based on adaptation 1 are final-
ly shown in figure 6 (c): while the new average coverage c  is close to the previous
one, the relative coverage of coupling pairs per coupling definition is well balanced, as
illustrated by the graphical region delimited by the values ci, which is nearly congruent
to the regular polygon delimited by their average c .

Fig  6. Optimization results for adaptation 1 (light grey: c , dark grey: ci, i Î {1,…,12})

In order to ensure experimental comparability, the original non-optimized test case sets
from 6 (a) were used as starting population for the optimizations illustrated in 6 (b) and
6 (c). The same holds for the evaluations presented in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2   Application and Evaluation of Adaptation 2
The average deviation of coupling pair executions from their average number

å -×=
=

m

1i
i nn

m
1d

was evaluated for the classical approach and for adaptation 2, each applied for the
generation of 1000 test cases. Both the classical approach and its adaptation 2 could
achieve 100% coverage, while a non-optimized test case set only reached 75% cover-
age, leaving 11 coupling pairs uncovered. The adapted approach could achieve a re-
duction of the average deviation from 134.5 to 91.9.

As expected, the test case set resulting from the revised approach could achieve a
higher uniformity in covering the coupling pairs.



5.3   Application and Evaluation of Adaptation 3
Finally, the application of the third adapted approach [9] is reported in the following,
where the test case sets generated by the underlying genetic algorithm consisted of
5000 test cases each.

According to its criticality, each coupling pair was classified as highly relevant,
moderately relevant or lowly relevant; corresponding weights wi were assigned. For
the purpose of an experimental estimation of realistic frequencies of occurrence of
coupling pairs, a random initial population was generated and for each coupling pair
the maximum number of its executions determined. These numbers were successively
weighted according to the criticality of each coupling pair i, yielding target parameters
ti. To exclude exceedingly low values for coupling pairs with rare occurrences, mini-
mum targets were defined. Additional factors di balance the number of test cases for
coupling pairs of identical relevance by correcting the original reward induced by
weights wi via a decreasing geometric progression. In more detail, the progression was
chosen such that

10d 1it
i =-

In other words, the reward wi for the first execution of coupling pair i is 10 times high-
er than the corrected reward for the ti-th execution of the same coupling pair.

While non-optimized test case sets only managed to cover 81.8% of all coupling
pairs, optimized test case sets reached 100% coverage.

Figure 7 illustrates the benefits of this approach by comparing non-optimized test
case sets, test case sets optimized without adaptation and test case sets optimized using
adaptation 3: the adaptive approach succeeded in increasing the number of executions
of highly relevant coupling pairs by ca. 44% at the price of reducing the test amount
concerning the less relevant coupling entities by ca. 7%, while the number of execu-
tions of moderately relevant coupling pairs did not vary considerably.
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Fig  7. Results obtained by application of adaptation 3



6  Conclusion

In this article, an existing test generation procedure based on multi-objective optimiza-
tion was adapted for the purpose of increasing uniformity over tested interactions as
well as test intensity concerning domain-specific relevant interactions.

The practicality of the three resulting approaches was evaluated by means of an ex-
ample showing that interaction testing can be systematically tailored to application-
specific constraints, while supporting the applicability of statistical testing.
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